Paris, France – October 26th, 2020

Press release

ALLAND & ROBERT IS GOING TO INVEST
11 MILLION EUROS TO STRENGTHEN ITS
PRODUCTION CAPACITIES IN NORMANDY, FRANCE
Paris – Oct 26, 2020 - Alland & Robert, a major manufacturer of acacia gum, plans
to invest 11 million euros early next year to install a fourth production line at its plant
in Saint Aubin sur Gaillon, Normandy. This will massively increase its production
capacity by around 9,000 tons per year, while about 20,000 tons are currently
processed each year. This 45% increase in production capacity responds to
a sharply increasing global demand for acacia gum.

The expansion of Alland & Robert’s plant should start in 2021,
covering an area of 8,000

m2 which will double the plant surface.
There will be a new global production unit in order to increase
the company’s acacia gum production capacity. The new facility
opening is scheduled for the end of 2022.
“This new investment comes on top of the € 3 million already
invested in 2020 and 2021 to improve our existing production
facilities,” said Frédéric Alland, President of Alland & Robert.
“We are happy the Covid-19 crisis hasn’t slowed down our
project: for 2020, we estimate our turnover should increase
by approximately 8 %. It was 45 million euros in 2019.”
This strong investment reflects the success of Alland &
Robert, which is gaining markets around the world and
is now exporting natural gums to more than 70 countries
today. In addition, the acacia gum market is growing: this
completely natural, vegetable and healthy ingredient
is used in thousands of everyday products. Acacia gum
responds to today’s consumer trends: it is an organic
ingredient by nature whose harvest in Africa is carried
out in an ethical and sustainable manner. Acacia gum is
also very interesting for the formulation of vegetarian and
vegan products which are prized by consumers today.

Géraldine Clatot, press officer

ABOUT ALLAND & ROBERT
Created in 1884, Alland & Robert is a French family
company and pioneer in natural tree exudates. With
a strong focus on acacia gum, an entirely natural additive
and ingredient, Alland & Robert exports to over 70 countries
through a network of 40 distributors, tripling its turnover
over the last 10 years. With the aim of providing
high-quality natural gums, Alland & Robert is fully
committed to sustainable growth in line with its active
corporate social responsibility plan. This vision is supported
by a large network of raw material suppliers in Africa,
compliance with international certifications, a dedicated
R&D team and partnerships with internationally recognized
universities including Montpellier University.
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